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Skyline Design Debuts Innovative Horizon Pergola Dining Collection at High Point Market's New
Interhall IH304 Showroom

MIAMI & HIGH POINT, N.C. - Feb. 20, 2024 - PRLog -- Skyline Design North America, a leader in
luxury outdoor furniture, is thrilled to unveil its Horizon Pergola Dining Structure at the upcoming High
Point Market. This marks the first appearance of the Horizon Pergola at High Point, prominently featured in
the new Andmore Interhall IH304 Showroom from April 12-17. Recognized as the go-to venue for
discovering innovative and diverse style resources, this showcase promises to captivate buyers and
designers alike.

Following its successful introduction at the January Atlanta Casual Market, where the Horizon Pergola
Dining set quickly became a sell-out sensation by the second day, Skyline Design North America is set to
impress with an expanded collection. Now including a 4-seater, 6-seater, and the XL 8-seater Pergola
dining sets, the collection offers a wealth of customization options, including a variety of tabletops such as
Teak, Aluminum, and HPL. Furthermore, customers can choose from a selection of best-selling dining
chairs available in multiple finishes, demonstrating Skyline Design North America's commitment to
providing exceptional versatility and style without requiring a minimum order quantity for its mixable
container program.

In conjunction with the Horizon Pergola Collection's expansion, Skyline Design North America has rolled
out its 2024-25 North American stock program, along with new hardbound catalogs and physical material
samples, all coinciding with a fresh website launch. These efforts reinforce the brand's prestigious
reputation for delivering luxury outdoor furniture that consistently impresses with its signature "WOW"
factor and iconic designs, including the Faber, Nexus, & Halo Daybeds.

The High Point Market serves as an unparalleled platform for buyers and designers to discover the latest in
outdoor furniture design. For appointments to visit the new High Point showroom or for more details,
please contact sandra@skylinedesign.com. Visitors are welcome at Interhall IH304 from April 12-17.

Retailers and consumers looking for real-time updates are encouraged to follow Skyline Design North
America on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. For more information on trade shows and the brand's
product offerings, visit www.skylinedesign.com/northamerica.

For media inquiries, please reach out to sales@skylinedesign.com or call 1.877.595.4634.
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Contact
Skyline Design Sandra Maldonado
***@skylinedesign.com

--- End ---
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